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About This Game

Explore a vast, beautiful world in this side scrolling Adventure game. Each hand drawn, pixel art style level will lead you closer
to uncovering the mystery of the land of Artaphys.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Over 40 unique areas spread across multiple islands
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Non-Linear world design. You have the freedom to go where you want... but make sure you're prepared for the
challenges that lie ahead

No leveling up. Become stronger by exploring and finding power-ups hidden throughout the land

Swing, roll, and dodge your way through over 20 enemy types and many challenging bosses
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Hand drawn and placed 16-bit style graphic assets

 8-bit soundtrack designed in-house, mixed with real world sounds for a perfect balance of nostalgia and realism

Heavily influenced by gameplay elements from the Metroid, Castlevania, and Zelda series

10 -15 hours of gameplay
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Title: Kingdom of the Dragon
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Hook Echo Software
Publisher:
Hook Echo Software
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 10

Processor: Core 2 Duo @ 2.4 GHz or higher

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Dedicated Graphics card with at least 512 MB memory

Storage: 300 MB available space

Additional Notes: Xbox 360 or similar controller STRONGLY recommended

English
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The powerful wizards, warriors.. they all have a path to walk.. but me? I walked the path of a god. Countless living beings died
by my hand, and countless demons were vanquished. I was the god of all things. I was running, killing more of the opposition,
protecting my people as I should I had the high-score of a lifetime.... until I was gloating. I was bragging to the dead about how
great and powerful I was.... Karma took action instantly. I ran into a stone slab, being sliced in half. My intenstines and other
innards flew about, viscera flying in the faces of the enemy. My head toppled to the ground, and rolled in front of the king of all
monsters. With a loud, and victorious laugh, he stomped upon my lifeless head, crushing it. Brain matter flew about, bits of skull
making soft clicking noises as they hit the stone floor and walls. The great and powerful goddess of all things had died that day.
She then proceeded to recommend the game and write a needlessly long review about how she enjoyed the game. The only thing
more she'd want is more gore and blood. It wasn't enough gore. She needs more gore. Come on. Gore. MORE.. Quite an
interesting and fun game to play with your friends. An unique playstyle and game mechanics set this one apart from your typical
shooter:

-Ammo is infinite but slow reloads mean you better use it wisely
-Choose your own weapon: more challenging the kill, the higher are the rewards so picking the strongest weapon does not
directly make you the best player
-Keeping the streak up: bigger kill streaks add a multiplyer to your points, hence suicidal attacks are not always the best way to
go

Gameplay-wise, the game offers quite a bit of variety with its several maps, weapons and thanks to the things that I mentioned
before, is quite balanced overall. In fact, the most OP thing I have encountered are the expert bots in singleplayer. The controls
might take a little to get used to but that shouldn't be anything unheard of. In the end of the day, it is not a hardcore shooter but
more of a fun alternative to enjoy with your friends for a change. I approve!. the music is really good, the game is hard but
simple, the graphics are awesome and really nice, the idea behind the game is great aswell, i really enjoyed playing the game
BUT there are no check points or goals!!! therefor when you make 1 little mistake you have to redo the whole room :/ i really
would love to see more rooms to clear but only if they added a check points system maybe not foor every floor but foor every 5
floors besides that i would really recommend to try the game. I really want this game to succeed. I love the idea, the current level
of play is very bare, but I can see where they want to go with it and am very much looking forward to seeing it.

And that's what this is right now. Potential. They have had issues with personnel, and their update timings are atrocious (once
every month or two at best). They haven't had a patch in a long while, but they have teased a major update that they haven't been
able to bring to fruition yet.

I haven't lost hope in Intermarum or this game yet, but I can't recommend the game as is. If this game is something you think
sounds like a good one, put it on your follow or wish list and keep an eye on it, but don't buy it as of yet. Wait until the next
update at least. It's a month or two overdue now. Which leads me into my next point...

They seriously need to up their PR game. Weekly updates would be awesome. Even short ones, just a few sentences saying they
added new graphics to 2 buildings and tested 3 new contracts. Whatever. Anything to let us know that work is still being done.
Something that will keep us even mildly interested. And make the game look less like just another Early Access that went down
the drain of development hell.

In the end, like I said, it has potential. It's current state is playable (at least, i've been able to launch satellites, but that's it), but is
so very barebones right now. I hope to someday change this to a yes and go get it recommendation, but at this rate, it's going to
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be a while.

UPDATE: They've finally released their long awaited "Apollo Update". The game looks quite a bit better. There's quite a bit
more to do. It's seems to not be abandoned just yet. There's a lot that still needs work. Many of the buildings don't have a GUI
or any use really yet outside of required for research. It looks like you can build the buildings, research the technologies and
build sapcey things. One significant point to note, the amount of spacey things you can build is ridiculous. This was obviously
the meat of the update (along with the graphics and GUI). The number of satellites, rockets, pieces of equipment are extensive.
You can go all the way to building a fully sustainable Mars Base on the planet of Mars, it looks like. The one thing I wish they
had put into this release was the contracts idea with the NSaAO, but that's not in there yet.

I won't change this to recommended quite yet, but the game is playable, with all the research and pieces you need to build a
Mars Base it looks like. If this game is something you want or are looking forward to, I would consider getting your hopes up.
I'll probably change this to a yes once they get the contract system up and running so that you can have an effective, money-
making space enterprise. I'm feeling much more positive about this game now.. The best tower defense game. Once and a while
a game will come along that is perfect. Dungeon Warfare 2 is one of those games. I didn't think you could improve upon the
original Dungeon Warfare but here we are.

There are so many ways you can combine traps, skills, runes, and items that make you constantly mix up your trap setup. Each
level (and there are a ton of levels) feels hand crafted and purposeful. I love how you can continue endless mode directly after
beating normal mode with all your current traps already built.

It's just so addicting! 10/10
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Tough game, a definite challenge on harder levels!. A really cool tool for drawing, but my friends keep posting comments under
my arts like:
-Wow, this is very cool art with a lack of layers. Interesting platformer protest against big open world games: here you have a
limited freedom of action, most of desicions are already taken for you. However - i love cats and i love cat games :). "Indie,
Casual" basically says it all. what also would say it all is "really stupid, not worth actual real money". Film kontol. Modern Tales:
Age of Invention was an impulse buy. It was on sale for £4.19 and I just really wanted to play a puzzle game. So I purchased,
downloaded and started playing immediately. I have several issues with this game, but it's generally good if you're not looking
for anything special.

PROS:
- Art style is nice, though the talking animations are weird (but I expected this from a 4 quid Big Fish game tbh).
- The puzzles are genuinely pretty fun to solve and the sound effects are super satisfying.
- The puzzles are simple and, even though the story is dramatic, the whole feel is really lighthearted.
- Great if you just wanna mindlessly chill/relaxing gameplay.
- Quick travel option is great.

CONS:
- NEEDS the option to replay scenes - the only reason I have so many hours on this game is because I replayed it FOUR times. I
like to 100% games and I was determined to get all the collectibles. First time I finished and missed one, second time misclicked
and left the scene before I picked it up, third time the game broke and I couldn't continue and had to restart, fourth time lucky.

- The voice acting is terrible, but it was so bad I ended up finding it hilarious so it's kinda a pro too.
- The forced romance and the redudant role of Coco were kinda sad. Coco is meant to come help you at the end and she just
stands there (I wasn't expecting actual help, but it made her character seem useless, especially as literally everyone else was a
scientist). The romance is ridiculous; you invite Albert to your missing father's house and you get an achievement called First
Date with a picture of them hugging and I have never been more confused.
- very short game - this isn't personally an issue for me, but it took me 2-2.5 hours to finish it the first time, and I speed ran the
entire thing in 70mins the fourth time because I knew exactly how to do everything. Don't buy if you're not happy to have a very
short experience.

TL;TR don't expect too much, it's fun and simple but aggravating if you want to get all the collectibles and don't constantly think
about it - you won't be able to go back later.. Heroes Rise was was defnintely captivating. I will admit that this story threw me
off a bit taking the role of a game show, but in the end I liked how it all played out. Also, while I understand the gender and
sexuality issues in our society and I appreciate that this story brought them into consideration, I found it very odd that this story
focused so heavily on the drama surrounding it.... In short, the story got very awkward in a few places. I will give this story a
7/10.. Really enjoying the game. The sandbox nature and the free form building is really fun. I would totally recommend this
game to anyone that is looking for something new and different.. Reminds me of Dear Esther. A phenomenal and peaceful little
game.

A must buy if you're looking to spend a relaxing evening in this world.
Really puts a smile on your face.. This is an overall fun and visually impressive Nancy Drew game, especially for fans of this
series or point-and-click games in general. It was a little shorter than I remember them being (haven't played a Nancy Drew
game in a LONG time), but it was still quite challenging, even in Junior Detective mode. It was intriguing enough that I plan to
replay it on Senior Mode and try to get the rest of the achievements at some point. The only part I couldn't stand was taking
photos for one of the students, which got tedious and had little to do with the plot of the game. I enjoyed running the snack shop
a little too much, and the mini-games were fun. Definitely recommend, especially for newer point-and-click players.
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